In panel (a), the downward flux at 8.4KeV showed a sharp decrease by an order of magnitude when the rocket passed through the first arc, and showed a sudden increase more than an order of magnitude when the rocket entered the second arc. The electron flux variations at other energy channels were also investigated by using the swept-energy mode data, and it was found that the downward fluxes in the 6-12KeV range showed an increase by an order of magnitude in the first and the second arcs. Therefore, precipitating electrons in this energy range appear to have a great contribution to the luminosity of the auroral arcs. Other energy channels did not show such a drastic change of flux between inside and outside of the arcs as shown in panels (b) and (c), although the electron flux at 530eV showed a notable increase in the second arc. The increase in the 530eV flux is found in both downward and upward components. Therefore, this increase is considered to be due to the production of secondary electrons.
The electron flux in the second arc was intense and highly variable in time. Most of the variations are thought to be temporal, because auroral TV observation at Syowa Station revealed that auroral curls propagated along the second arc (EJIRI et al., 1988) . However, the sharp flux decrease at 8.4KeV at 264sand 340sin the flight time seems to be spatial variation, because the rocket was located near the edge of the arc at these times. In panel (c), the electron flux at 530eV showed enhancements in downward flux at 275sand 330sin the flight time, at which intense field-aligned emissions observed by the on-board wave observation instruments, PWH and PWL (MORIOKA et al., 1988; NAGANO et al., 1988) , suggest that strong wave-particle interaction processes were occurring above the rocket altitude.
